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Compact and easy to carry on your back, with its horizontal reach of 12 meters this product is very
versatile. Simply fill up 4% 2stroke mixture and get started. You can atomize both liquids and solids.
For this purpose, you only need to replace the accessories for liquid atomization against the normal.
By removable items, the device is also easy to clean. Technical Product Description Brand Varan
Motors Engine 1E40FP3Z aircooled 2 stroke engine Fuel tank capacity 1.5L 2stroke mixture Weight
11.5 Kg 41.5cc Volume 107dB Revolutions max. 7500 Rpm Dimensions of packaging 49 x 43 x 77 cm
Consumption The vibrations are extremely present, making the work painful. Causing several
involuntary stops of the machine when I wanted to put it on my back. And finally the center of
gravity once the machine is filled makes it very difficult to handle. It was worth the money.I would
certainly modify this notice depending on the responsiveness of the supplier to deal with this
problem and test the hardware.Limited effectiveness.They ALWAYS did not respond or acknowledge
receipt of the message or of course a solution to this product defect. I hope to have a quick response
so that I can have satisfactory use. Best regards.Really effecient! Very sturdy and easy to erect.
Looks great. Prompt service. Thank you Customer care ManoMano, at your service! 8am to 8pm
from Monday to Friday, Saturday 9am6pm Sunday 9am3pm International Coming soon to planet
Mars. Join the conversation. The magic of the Internet, across the globe International Coming soon
to planet Mars. The magic of the Internet, across the globe. Lagos State. NigeriaRivers State.
Nigeria We are a well organized B2B marketplace and preferred destination for small scale to
mediumscale enterprise seeking to procure industrial goods for their businesses. Choose from a
wide range of products at wholesale
prices.http://martinsnegocios.com.br/zeturin/www/admin/mod_galeria_eventos/arquivos/comfort-key
board-4000-manual.xml

3wf-3a manual, 3wf-3a mist duster manual, 3wf-3a manual.

Gzsupplies the leading B2B supply company in Nigeria showcases a diverse assortment of products
that we have arranged under a gamut of categories. Gz Industrial supplies makes it easy for
business consumers to buy better, faster and cheaper for their enterprises anytime, anywhere.Lagos
State. Nigeria 238 Aba Road First Artillery by Fidelity bank, Port Harcourt. Rivers State Nigeria. We
cant connect to the server for this app or website at this time. There might be too much traffic or a
configuration error. Try again later, or contact the app or website owner. Please feel free to place
orders via B2B platform, phone, and email. Mailorder sales continue to function as normal and our
staff remains at your disposal. We believe that the steps taken will keep the epidemic from
spreading. Fitted with adjustable copper nozzle and safe valve.Product FeaturesCapacity 1,5
literSteel pumpCopper nozzleMaterial PE, PP Equipped with 4 nozzles. Hollow cone nozzles spaced
to every 27cm. Total length 110 cm. It is perfect tool for protection and maintenance of plants in
market gardening, fruit farming, floriculture and tree nursery. It can be alsoausedato spray
herbicides as well as disinfecting. It can also be used for disinfecting objects of public use as well as
disinfecting and It is perfect tool for protection and maintenance of plants in market gardening, fruit
farming, floriculture and tree nursery. It can also be used for disinfecting objects of public use as
well as disinfecting and It is perfect to use everywhere where you can spray, dampen and nourish
effectively.a a Ergonomic shape of the tank enables to secure the sprayer on your back and use it for
a long time without any discomfort.aa a Technical data Tank capacity 12 L The information used is
saved by cookies and similar technologies, among others, for advertising and statistical purposes.
Your Internet browser will help you change the cookie
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Posts April 16, 2019 at 1112 pm It is mainly used in prevention and cure of diseases and pests of
plants such as cotton, rice, wheat, fruit trees, tea trees, banana trees, etc. It can also be used for
chemical weeding. For over 45 years Falcon Tool Company, Inc.We have a large selection of fine
tools for mold makers, die makers, engravers, die sinkers, tool rooms, production plants, and
hobbyists ready to ship the same day as ordered. Aerodynamics for high balance and effective
cooling. We list many of China’s best KNAPSACK POWER SPRAYER manufacturers and also h
Author. Posts Viewing 1 post of 1 total You must be logged in to reply to this topic. Currency
Switcher. Its probably some thing weve done wrong but now we know about it and well try to fix it.
In the meantime, try one of these options Press Esc to cancel. The technicians were very friendly and
professional, and they did a great job. I had a severe ant infestation in my compound and they sorted
us out very effectively. I highly recommend this company and their services.Will definitely use them
again. Thank you imagine care read more MARRY KWAMBOKA NYABERA 1232 25 Feb 20 Im
really.Time keeping, professional in the way the technician is approaching and advising client. Keep
it up. read more Winny Julie 1143 19 Jan 20 Wow. Amazing. experience and great value for money.
Definitely my number one service company I would highly recommend for quick and efficient
service.Im really really satisfied.Big up Imagine Care, and keep up the good work read more Jotham
Nyanje 0815 10 Dec 19 Perfect.I appreciate that service and for the people who might havent given
Imagine Care a try then you have them right by your step thank you read more Grace Anita 1122 27
Nov 19 Thanks so much.I loved it thank you read more job ombui 1947 25 Oct 19 These guys
are.Keep up the good work.I wont hesitate to direct my friends here. I and my family are happy. We
are lucky we found you. Asante sana.

read more Fred Oroni 0512 16 Oct 19 I love your.Will continue accessing your services and even
introduce to my friends.Quality products and quality services. Keep up with the good job read more
Anita Wanjiru 0807 15 Oct 19 Fast and.I incurred double the costs on sofa and mattress cleaning
services from another company. Very unprofessional technical staff. Customer care is wanting.Good
time management and communication. Kudos read more Dante Dante 1117 11 Sep 19 Daniel
was.Kudos to Shadrack read more julie kimonye 1204 23 Jun 19 Excellent. service. Geoff kudos.
Efficient, fast response.Thank you and see you again after 6 months for a scheduled follow up
fumigation.Kudos to Shadrack for his patience, he took his time to sort us out. Return Policy Website
by Call Now Button error Content is protected !! Open chat Need help. Please update your browser.
We suggest using Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.During the epidemic time, many places need to
be disinfect everyday, especially public area, such as railway station, subway station,
airport,street,school,workshop, hotel. So it will be demand largely in near future. A We are original
equipment manufacturer. 2.Q How long is your delivery time. A It is according to the model and
quantity.Generally it is 35 days if the product are in stock.It will be 1530 days if you want to
customize the product. 3.Q Do you provide samples.A Yes,we could offer you the sample.But its not
free. You need to pay for the sample and the cost of freight. 4.Q What is your terms of payment. We
have already attained ISO90012000 certificate. It is. to contact us for more information about our
engine parts. Mist blower parts 3WF 3A The complete pistons and the mist plate are mating parts of
3WF 3 mist duster. 3WF 3 Mist Duster Mating Parts Complete Piston and Mist Plate That s why
worldleading retailers like OBI and Kingfisher come to us..Never be hesitating to contact me for
inquiring.
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Knapsack power mist duster with Seesa Brand Mixed fuel ratio201Introduction Knapsack power
mist duster is suitable for using prevention of plant. Adjustable Spray Locking thumb operated
control valve. Easy to pump Excellent use as misting blower, sprayer, disinfectant. Guaranteed
brandnew. We deliver and ship Nationwide. New 1 seejay58 29 days ago Car Wash Power Sprayer
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Pressure Washer BRAND NEW PHP 2,300 Please read description. Car Wash Power Sprayer ALL
BRAND NEW!!! Brand Kawasaki Pump head only P2,300 Complete package P5,200 Inclusive of
Kawasaki Sprayer Pump, 1.5Hp aluminum Motor, 10meter Sprayer hose, Suction Hose, Return Hose
with strainer, spray gun long. Quick and easy to start with automatic gas ignition positioning of the
switch, singular choke operation and purger. Mistblowers are equipped with a practical carrying
system. Weight is evenly distr New 14 pestproductsph 11 months ago Mist Blower Fogging Machine
Pest Control Equipments PHP 45,000 Pest Control Equipments mist blower, fogging machines,
sprayers etc. Tank 18l. Rechargeable 5060hz,dc Battery. Power Requirement 1amp12v. Hoyoma
Japan Brand. Portable High Pressure SprayerModel 3wf3a. Volume 26l. Spraying Distance 11mm.
Displacement 41.5cc. Weight 12kg. Tacoma battery Operated Tm16b. Price 3,000Pvc Net Clamping
ClothDiscount For Bulk Order. We Deliver. We Ship N. Price 1,600. Message. Capacity1920liter. Pvc
Net Clamping Cl. Tank Capacity 16 Liters. Stainless Steel Body. Fo. Brand New And Fully
Assembled. Belt Driven heavy Duty. Namesprayer. Model 3wf3a. Displacement 41.5cc. Model 3wf3a.
Weight 12kg. Model 3wf3a. Weight 12kg. Terms Of PaymentTerms Of PaymentTerms Of
PaymentTerms Of PaymentTerms Of PaymentTerms Of PaymentTerms Of PaymentAll logos and
trademarks on this website are property of their respective owners. Tixuz is not the owner of the
items offered, nor does it possess the items offered for sale or rent.
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By accessing the site you understand and accept the Terms and Conditions and the Privacy policy.
Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. After
purchase, you will receive an email with further information. Terms and Conditions apply. Learn
more. Amazon Business For businessexclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT
invoices. Create a free account Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd,
over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit your
question or post anyway.If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates
through seller support An extra special feature this Motorspruher, this large 26 litre tank. This is no
longer as often as once again that medium spray refill. The extremely flexible Fuxtec Motorspruher
is suitable for all plant protection Medium, weed killer, transportation, not solvents, fertilizers and
detergents. Whether youre in liquid or powder, this option you have thanks to its easy exchange of
both are included in the box contents. Unser Motorspruher can also salt spray if you want to large
surfaces from ice free. The powerful and economic motor is equipped with a large tank 1400ml. This
in combination with the 26 L Large chemicals Tank Long and efficient working. Ergonomic handles
and the padding on the back for comfortable working. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
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The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Allerdings ist meine
beiliegende Bauanleitung fur den Varan Motors KGT3WF3A Motorspruher gedacht und es fehlen
Schellen und Schlauchklemmen. Fur den Gelegenheitsnutzer voll ok.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Nach Wochen des
Schreibens bis heute keine der fehlenden Teile bekommen!! Diese Firma ist nicht zu
empfehlen!!!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. The edges of our square trimmer
line allow it to cleanly slice through grass and heavy weeds. This line is great for professionals who
have to tackle dense weeds on a daily basis. When tank pressure reaches its upper limit the air
compressor shuts off. The compressed air, then, is held in the tank until called into use. The energy
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contained in the compressed air can be used for a variety of applications, utilizing the kinetic energy
of the air as it is released and the tank depressurizes. When tank pressure reaches its lower limit,
the air compressor turns on again and repressurizes the tank. The blower’s pipe supplies air to the
machine and turns the vacuum shredder into a powerful blower with a simple manual adjustment.
Backpack VICTA blowers are ideal for the tending large public area such as parks, squares and even
gardens. The pruning saw comes with 10 inches bar, and 40mm cutting width. We suggest using
Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.How can I visit there. A Our factory is located in Taizhou City,
China.You can fly to Ningbo airport directly.All our clients, from home or abroad, are warmly
welcome to visit us! 3.QHow can I get some samples. A We are honored to offer you samples.
4.QHow does your factory do regarding quality control. Updated daily.Updated daily.A wide variety
of manual mist duster options are available to you, such as philippines.

You can also choose from knapsack manual mist duster, as well as from farms manual mist duster,
and whether manual mist duster is 1 year. There are 13 suppliers who sells manual mist duster on
Alibaba.com, mainly located in Asia. The top countries of supplier is China, from which the
percentage of manual mist duster supply is 100% respectively. If Kasei Gardening Tools doesnt suit
your taste, you can also check out brand new, Dolity and Fiskars online. On iPrice Malaysia, Kasei
Gardening Tools are offered in a price range from RM 10.00 to RM 2,299.00. You may also like
Brand Kasei Category Gardening Tools TOP Get the latest deals and coupons right in your inbox. All
rights reserved. The prices stated may have increased since the last update. Unfortunately it is not
possible for us to update the prices on our website in realtime. Should a shop not offer prices in your
local currency, we may calculate the displayed price on daily updated exchange rates.
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